Jashan-e-Eid @ Azim Premji University

The first celebration of this semester where all the students came together was Jashan-e-Eid. It took place in the hostel on July 18, 2015. The celebration began with welcoming everyone with ‘itr’ (traditional perfume) and greetings. Cultural events like Qawali, Ghazal, Shayari, Dances, Photo-booth, Putting mehendi on each-other’s hands and Games were organized. The menu for the feast was also as special as the day - with paneer, veg biryani, chicken curry and the must have traditional sweet-dish - ‘sewaiyan’. The best part of the event was not the celebration alone. It was the joint efforts of first and second years before and after the event to make it this huge!

Click here for photos.